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The following new features and enhancements are included in the 

v39 software release:

- SNAP.HD Video Conferencing 

- Shared Contacts

- SRTP Audio Encryption Support

- IPv6 Support

- Bulk Reset and Recycle of Users

- CDR Export Scheduling Tool

- SNAPbuilder Endpoint Enhancements

- Flexible Timeout for Auto Attendants

- Application Aware Lamp Status Support

- Call Center Emailed Reports

- Email Notification on Unread SMS/Chat

- Improved Localization/Internationalization

- Google Transcription

SN APso lu t ion

Release v39



SN AP.HD
Vid eo  Con feren cin g

As organizations become increasingly virtual with remote work and geographically distributed 

offices, employees are changing the ways they communicate. Unified Communications solutions 

incorporating video conferencing allows people to benefit from the non-verbal forms of 

communication often lost when talking over the phone.  Body language and facial expressions 

help build a greater understanding between multiple communicating parties. Video also helps 

people connect on a more personal level and creates stronger relationships for a healthy 

company culture. Release v39 introduces SNAP.HD, a new video product for general availability 

(GA).  The result is a more consistent and high quality video experience without straining client 

hardware.  Included in SNAP.HD is group chat between video participants and screen share 

(seen below). For  a dem onst rat ion, cont act  net sapiens at  info@net sapiens.com .
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https://netsapiens.com/solutions/unified-communications/
https://netsapiens.com/solutions/unified-communications/


Sh ared  
Con tacts

The shared contacts feature enable users with an Office Manager scope or higher in the 

netsapiens Portal to add and edit a group of contacts to be viewable to all users within a 

domain. All users can view the shared contacts within the contacts page and dock of the portal, 

Attendant Console, in SNAPmobile, and SNAPmobile Web. The shared contacts feature will save 

organizations time by eliminating the need to edit individual address books when a defined list 

of contacts should be the standard default throughout an entire company. For example, it would 

be important or all members of an organization to have access to a client or vendor directory. 

Users will still be able to utilize their individual contacts list in addition to the shared contacts 

managed by their office manager.
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https://netsapiens.com/solutions/mobility/


Secure Real-time Transport Protocol 

(SRTP) is a Real-time Transport Protocol 

(RTP) profile to provide encryption, 

message authentication and integrity. 

v39 supports this transport functionality 

for more secure communications to 

audio endpoints and connections. SRTP 

connectivity is maintained from device to 

server to device, so the server will remain 

active in the media delivery. 

SRTP Au d io  En cr y p t io n  
Su p p o r t

More and more carriers and hardware 

manufacturers are providing support for 

IPv6, which is a newer and significantly 

more flexible method of assigning unique 

identifiers to devices with a connection to 

the internet. netsapiens now supports 

IPv6 in its messaging formats to and from 

devices to allow communication using 

IPv6 in signaling and media protocols.   

IPv 6 Su p p o r t
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Bu lk Reset  
an d  Recycle 

o f  Users

Administrators using the netsapiens portal have the option to "reset and recycle" users. This 

allows them to refresh a user in the portal without completely deleting it and starting from 

scratch. This is most commonly used when an employee leaves a company and a new employee 

will be joining in their place, saving administrators a great deal of time when processing this 

change.

With v39, this feature is further enhanced to include resetting and recycling users in bulk. This 

bulk edit option makes it much easier for administrators who need to manage large numbers of 

users in a single programmable function. Just like in a single user reset and recycle, 

administrators are also able to select which aspects of the old users' profiles are deleted and 

input new user information in its place.
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CDR Exp o r t  
Sch ed u lin g 

Too l

The new CDR Export Tool offers a more efficient way of exporting in various ways. Users now have 

the ability to tell the system when to run an export and what format to use. 

There are 3 expor t  opt ions available:

A. St andard - Orig CallID, Orig from URI, Orig From User, Orig From Name, Time Start, 

Video Prt B, Duration

B. Advanced - Call Type, Domain, User, BTN, Time Start, Time Answer, Duration, Remote 

Number, Dialed Number, CallID, Orig IP, Term IP, Release Cause.

C. Cust om  - Allows you to choose which pre-defined fields you want to include in your 

format.

The Report Export can send an email to recipient(s) listed in the email field, send via the remote 

path entered in Remote Path field. ie:192.168.88.80:/backup/cdr/ (SSH key exchange must be set 

up), FTP/SFTP - Upload to an FTP server or Copy the export file to a local path.
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SN APb u ild er  
En d p o in ts 

En h an cem en ts

SNAPbuilder is a user friendly interface to easily manage endpoint programming. It allows 

service providers to streamline their day-to-day provisioning process and efficiently manage the 

phone configurations of individual users and groups. The following vendors have been added to 

the SNAPbuilder endpoint options: Cisco, Grandstream, and HTEK. In addition to these new 

manufacturers, a bulk template assignment function has been added across all models. This 

release also adds SNAPbuilder support for sidecar /  expansion modules for all SNAPbuilder 

supported brands. Pre-built profiles for a number of commonly used sidecars are included and 

users can create new sidecar  profiles in the same way SNAPbuilder allows users to create phone 

profiles.
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LEARN MORE

https://help.netsapiens.com/hc/en-us/articles/360006009774
https://help.netsapiens.com/hc/en-us/articles/360006009774
https://help.netsapiens.com/hc/en-us/articles/360006009774
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6v_Oa2MNEo


Flexib le 
Tim eou t  on  

Au to  
At ten d an ts

When accessing an automated attendant (AA), a user is typically prompted to dial a series of 

digits to determine which queue, extension, or other routing option to which they would like to 

be transfered. The v39 release adds a new feature allowing configurable timeout settings on 

each level of the Auto Attendant Designer. These new settings help match the behavior of an 

auto attendant to the experience a caller expects.

There are t hree new t im eout  opt ions:

Tim eout  Before First  Digit  - the amount of time to wait without the caller pressing any digit 

before transferring the call to a designated destination

Tim eout  Af t er  Last  Digit  - the amount of time to wait after the last digit is pressed before 

transferring the call to a designated destination

Max Digit s t o Accept  - the amount of digits to accept before transferring the call to a 

designated destination
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Ap p licat ion  
Aw are Lam p  

Statu s 
Su p p o r t

The functionality of certain feature keys are enhanced by providing on/off lamp support. With 

v39, select feature keys have added lamp control when programmed using SNAPbuilder. Now, 

you can do more than simply see a user 's phone status. Instead, this feature holds more 

meaning with the option to have the light signify Queue Status or Day/Night Mode.

Day/Night  Mode Monit ored Lam p St at us

Lamp status support can represent Day/Night mode. Based on active time frames, feature keys  

can be programmed to visually display the status of certain answering rules. A single button 

press will invert the options and update the settings in they system.

Queue St at us Monit ored Lam p St at us

Lamp status support can be used to toggle available call queues. A user can program a button to 

display their status in their assigned queue. When the lamp is lit, it indicates the user is logged 

in. A single button press will invert the current status. This allows a call center agent to manage 

their status without having to log into the portal or use star codes.
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Call Cen ter  
Em ailed  
Rep o r ts

As call center supervisor, there is a need to schedule automated reports and to distribute them 

to multiple stakeholders on a timely basis.  With v39, there are new options available to call 

center supervisors to help automate this process. It was designed with simplicity in mind while 

still having the power and flexibility call center users need.

Call center supervisors can choose to send reports monthly, weekly, and daily. In the advanced 

options, supervisors can customize the contents of the reports to focus on the specific metrics 

most meaningful to the email recipients.

Customizable email templates are available including: Call Center Report (Agent), Call Center 

Report (Dialed), Call Center Report (Queue) and Call Center Report (Summary). These templates 

are set to match the portal's branding by default to maintain a unified image.
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Em ail 
Notificat ion on 

Unread 
SMS/Chat

With new channels of communication, come more ways to miss a message you may need. Missed 

call notifications are a feature of the netsapiens platform consistently saving users from missed 

opportunities. v39 expands these email notifications to include missed SMS and chat messages.

If a user sends another user an SMS or chat message and the message remains unread for 5 

minutes, an email is sent to the receiving user 's email with a transcript of the previous 10 

messages in the SMS conversation. 

!
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Im p roved  
Localizat ion /

In tern at ion alizat ion

Select  Language by Direct  Inward Dial 

From a setting in the Phone Number Inventory field, v39 allows the setting of a default language 

on dialed incoming phone numbers. Previously, callers would have a language chosen for them 

based on the language settings of an associated domain. With v39, every direct inward dialing 

(DID) number can be assigned a language preference regardless of the settings of the 

overarching domain.  The inventory support page now includes a drop down  menu to show a 

list of supported languages. 

Use of  Dom ain-Direct ory Responder  in Aut o At t endant

The v39 release adds Auto Attendant Designer support for "Domain-Directory" responder 

application instead of "Directory".  This option is better at handling multiple languages as it uses 

a configurable greeting and it better handles invalid users as the designer will redirect back to 

the same auto attendant.

Mult iple Language Aut o At t endant

v39 adds the ability to select a language in the AA designer to allow for language selection for all 

prompts ongoing. You can select languages for first tier or a second tier if you want the language 

option to be set differently for each sub tier. To set a language just use the "Add Tier " option then 

set the language on the second tier.
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Google
Tran scr ip t ion

Every netsapiens client has their own network, their own clients, and their own requirements 

when it comes to how they do business. netsapiens works with many third party application 

partners in order to give clients a choice when it comes to selecting additional services for their 

SNAPsolution. Voicemail transcription is offered as an add-on service by several netsapiens 

application partners. In the v39 release, netsapiens has added Google Voice transcription to this 

growing ecosystem. Google's service converts audio messages to readable text by applying 

powerful neural network models and recognizes 120 languages and variants to support your 

global user base. 
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https://netsapiens.com/partners/
https://netsapiens.com/partners/
https://netsapiens.com/partners/


For  m ore inform at ion, cont act  
net sapiens at  1.858.764.5200 or  

info@net sapiens.com

Cont act  net sapiens

https://netsapiens.com/contact-us/
https://netsapiens.com/contact-us/
https://netsapiens.com/contact-us/

